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1
INTRODUCTION

S. Bogdanović

The realization of quantum networks would represent a remarkable implementation of
quantum technologies in a real-world setting. Here, we present the basic principles of
these networks (Section 1.1) and discuss their implementation in different experimental
systems. Section 1.2 will describe the first building blocks of these quantum networks
based on the NV centers in diamond and outline the current bottlenecks for their full re-
alization. Finally, Section 1.3 will propose an approach to overcome these drawbacks and
give the overview of this thesis.
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1.1. THE IMPLEMENTATION OF QUANTUM NETWORKS

Ever since the proposal of a universal quantum simulator[1], the possibility of the appli-
cation of quantum mechanics in a real-world setting has opened up many exciting re-
search avenues. From a fundamental point of view, this new perspective has contributed
to a deeper understanding of the principles of quantum mechanics and enabled testing
of some of its fundamental predictions. From an applied perspective, meeting the re-
quirements for these new applications necessitated a dramatic improvement of our abil-
ity to isolate and control quantum systems. This stimulated the emergence of a range of
accompanying quantum technologies in step with the development of this fundamental
research. A prime example of these emerging technologies is the symbiosis of quantum
mechanics and classical information theory which gave rise to the concepts of quantum
computing and quantum networks.

Quantum networks allow for the creation of quantum many-body systems distributed
across many spatially separated nodes[2]. Reflecting the architecture of classical net-
works, in leading proposals for the design of quantum networks the quantum infor-
mation is generated, processed, and stored locally in quantum nodes[3]. By entangling
these nodes through quantum communication channels, quantum information can be
transmitted between the nodes using teleportation protocols[4, 5] over arbitrarily long
distances[6].

Long range quantum communication protocols running on a quantum network would
enable secret key distribution with guaranteed secure communication. In addition, such
a network would allow distributed quantum computing[7] through the connection of
smaller quantum processors into larger units. The benefits of this design would be that
it would overcome the spatial scaling and error correlations which limit the size and the
processing power of a single quantum node, instead allowing for an alternative multi-
node processing paradigm that may lead to more effective scaling[3]. Furthermore, in-
creasing the separation between two quantum nodes has already enabled fundamental
tests of quantum mechanics to be performed, including a loophole-free Bell test[8–11].

Finally, it is likely that, aside from the proposed examples of the utility of these net-
works, their full potential will be realized through not yet foreseen applications, as was
the case with their classical communication counterpart.

Having broadly described the design of a quantum network, in the remainder of this
section we shall discuss their practical implementation. A natural pick for long dis-
tance quantum information carriers in quantum networks are optical photons, ideally
at a telecom wavelength, which enables high-speed propagation with low loss in optical
fibers. In contrast, in order to implement quantum protocols, local nodes will require the
ability to initialize, manipulate and measure quantum states, making material qubits an
ideal choice.

These considerations narrow the selection of the candidates for a quantum network
platform to a hybrid system of isolated matter qubits which can store and preserve the
quantum information for long times, interfaced with photons which carry the informa-
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tion to large distances, connecting several nodes.

A significant appeal of this experimental field lies in the range of potential physical
platforms for the implementation of such a quantum network. These platforms range
from laser-cooled atomic gasses[12] and rare-earth ion doped crystals[13, 14] where in-
formation can be stored in a collective excitation of the atomic ensembles, to systems
where the quantum information is localized in individual particles which possess the
capability to manipulate and process stored quantum information.

The latter approach relies on isolating an individual particle and decoupling it from
its environment either by advanced optical or electromagnetic trapping in trapped ion[15]
and atom[16] experiments or by utilizing solid state systems reinforced by the plethora of
available fabrication techniques. The application of these techniques has already facili-
tated tremendous progress in the field of quantum information with quantum dots[17],
superconducting qubits[18] and diamond color centers.

1.2. QUANTUM NETWORKS USING NV CENTERS IN DIAMOND

Since the first observation of the single nitrogen-vacancy (NV) color center in diamond[19],
this defect attracted considerable interest in experimental physics. It displays many
desirable quantum properties of a trapped single ion while being embedded in the ro-
bust diamond matrix which largely shields it from environmental disturbances. Some of
these properties, like its stable single photon emission, initialization, manipulation and
optical readout of its electron spin, which remarkably persist even at room temperatures,
can adapt well to the requirements of a quantum network node with the photonic inter-
face, introduced in the previous section. Furthermore, its natural incorporation into the
diamond lattice during diamond growth greatly reduces the experimental overhead of
trapping the single quantum object, highlighting its promise of easier scalability com-
pared to other systems.

Expanding on the adaptation to the quantum networks framework, the NV center
electron spin along with the neighboring nuclear spins form a multi-qubit quantum
node that can be addressed and manipulated using the microwave and optical pulses[20].
The ability to create entanglement between the state of the NV center spin and a photon
introduces a way of transferring quantum information from the stationary NV node to
a flying photonic qubit[21], enabling long distance transmission of quantum informa-
tion using this optical channel. This trait will be essential in establishing entanglement
between two macroscopically separated NV center spins in a Barrett-Kok protocol[22].

In the heart of this protocol lies the quantum interference of the two photons emitted
by two macroscopically separated NV centers on a 50:50 beamsplitter. The beamsplitter
acts as an eraser of a "which-path" information enabling heralded NV spin-spin entan-
glement after successful photon detection events. However, for this scheme to work the
impinging photons need to be indistinguishable. This requirement renders only photons
emitted from the NV center resonant line useful in establishing entanglement between
two quantum nodes and it is clear that the ability to collect and detect these resonant
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photons will be crucial for the success probability of this protocol.

To achieve this goal, a hemispherical solid immersion lens was fabricated around the
NV center position using a focused beam of gallium ions. The purpose of this design is
to establish a normal angle of incidence of the emitted photons from the center of the
fabricated hemisphere to the diamond surface, reducing the probability of total internal
reflection. These fabricated structures increased the collection efficiency by an order of
magnitude which enabled experiments establishing long distance entanglement of the
NV center spins over distances of 3 meters[23] and 1.3 kilometers[24], demonstrating
essential components of the NV center based quantum network.

However pushing the existing experiments beyond a proof-of-principle demonstra-
tion will require addressing the central issue of low success rates of the described entan-
glement protocol which lies in the NV center resonant emission probability. Only ≈ 3%
of the NV center emission is resonant and thus useful in the long distance entanglement
schemes. In addition, the solid immersion lens can collect only a fraction of a total solid
angle of the NV center emission meaning that a majority of the emitted photons are in-
accessible for detection.

Addressing these issues would clearly represent a crucial step towards the realization
of the quantum networks based on NV centers. This solution will, however, require a sig-
nificant overhaul of our current experimental design which we introduce in the following
section.

1.3. THESIS OVERVIEW

The goal of this thesis is to provide a solution to the key outstanding problem of the low
success probability of photonic links for NV-based diamond quantum networks. This
will be achieved by coupling NV centers to open, tunable, Fabry-Perot microcavities.

The thesis overview is:

In Chapter 2 we will introduce the main properties of the NV centers starting with an
analysis of its electron structure, and the features of its optical transitions.

Chapter 3 will introduce the theoretical background governing properties of optical
resonators and their coupling to emitters. We present an overview of experiments aimed
at demonstrating NV-cavity coupling and highlight their strengths and weaknesses.

In Chapter 4 we describe the procedures for fabricating cavity components and dia-
mond samples and present and discuss several design choices of our experimental setup.

We continue the description of the fabrication procedure in Chapter 5 providing ad-
ditional details of the process. We modify the cavity components to enable NV center
searching and demonstrate NV center spin addressing in our current experimental de-
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sign.

Chapter 6 focuses on the design and characterization of the open tunable Fabry-
Perot cavity. It contains details of the cavity finesse measurement and investigates the
finesse dependency on various experimental regimes. Special attention is given to the
effects of the system vibrations and the cavity performance is estimated versus the ex-
pected speedup of the long distance entanglement protocol.

Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the work presented in this thesis, outlines possible
improvements to the current experiment and discusses several future experimental di-
rections.
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2
THE NITROGEN-VACANCY CENTER

IN DIAMOND

S. Bogdanović

This chapter will introduce the NV center properties relevant for the scope of this thesis. We
start with the analysis of the NV center ground and the excited state electronic structure
(Section 2.1), discuss the properties of its optical transitions (Section 2.2) and define its
spin states in the qubit framework (Section 2.3). For a more complete description of the NV
center fundamental properties, the reader is pointed to the several comprehensive review
papers[1–3].
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2.1. ENERGY LEVEL STRUCTURE OF THE NV CENTER

The nitrogen-vacancy (NV) center is an optically active defect in diamond created by the
substitution of two adjacent carbon atoms in the diamond crystal matrix by a nitrogen
atom and a neighboring vacancy (Figure 2.1(a)). The presence of a vacancy breaks the
covalent bonds in the diamond crystal creating four dangling bonds in their place. Three
of them are centered on each of the carbon atoms adjacent to the vacancy while the
fourth one is associated with the nitrogen atom and they transform under the symme-
try operations of the C3v group[2]. The NV center electron orbitals, displayed in Figure
2.1(b,c), are formed by the linear combination of these bonds.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.1: Nitrogen-vacancy center in diamond. a) Schematics of a diamond lattice containing a nitrogen
atom (N) and an adjacent vacancy (V) substituting carbon atoms (C). b) The NV center ground state electron
orbitals. c) Excited state NV center orbital structure. Optical excitation promotes one electron from the a1
orbital to the first excited state. The figure is adapted from Bernien[4].

The electronic structure of the NV center is determined by the filling of these orbitals.
An NV0 charge state is formed by three neighboring carbons contributing with a single
electron and two electrons originating from the nitrogen as a donor in diamond. An NV−
defect, the one relevant for this work (called just the NV center in the remainder of the
thesis), is formed by capturing an additional electron from the environment. The ground
state electron configuration of the NV− a2

1e2 has four electrons in symmetric states a1

and a′1 and an unpaired electron in each of the ex and ey energy orbitals forming a spin
triplet S = 1 (Figure 2.1(b)). Optical excitation promotes one of the a′1 orbital electrons to
one of the higher energy orbitals ex y forming an a1

1e3 configuration (Figure 2.1(c)). The
ground and the excited state energy levels of the NV center are located within the 5.5 eV
wide diamond bandgap, insulating it from the bulk electrons which is beneficial for the
long coherence times of the NV center spin.

To fully describe the electron states, we consider several effects governing their con-
figuration at low temperature (≈ 4 K) (Figure 2.2). The ground state spin triplet 3 A2 is
separated by 1.945 eV from the excited state triplet 3E and can be reached via resonant
(zero-phonon line) or off-resonant (phonon side band) optical excitation followed by
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Figure 2.2: NV center electron level structure. a) Ground state triplet 3 A2 is coupled to the excited state triplet
3E through resonant (ZPL) or off-resonant (PSB) excitation and emission. b) The zero field splitting (2.88 GHz),
separates ms = 0 and the degenerate ms = ±1 ground states. Spin-orbit and spin-spin interactions split the
excited state into four levels. c) Lateral strain or applied electric fields can shifts the energy levels of the NV ex-
cited state. d) Applying an external magnetic field along the NV axis lifts the degeneracy of the ms =±1 ground
states, enabling microwave addressing of the individual transitions. The figure is adapted from Bernien[4].
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subsequent emission as shown in Figure 2.2(a). The zero field splitting, separates the
ms = 0 and the degenerate ms =±1 ground states, while spin-orbit and spin-spin inter-
actions split the excited state into four levels out of which two consist of two degenerate
levels (E1,2 and Ex,y ) (Figure 2.2(b)). The optical transitions between the ground and the
excited states are spin-selective and obey selection rules.

The excited state levels can be further split as a consequence of the electric fields or
the lateral strain (Figure 2.2(c)). An externally applied magnetic field along the NV crys-
tal axis lifts the degeneracy of the ms = ±1 ground state levels by the Zeeman splitting
(Figure 2.2(d)).

2.2. PROPERTIES OF THE OPTICALLY EXCITED STATE

Properties of the resonant zero-phonon line (ZPL) of the NV center will be of great impor-
tance in the consideration of the NV-cavity coupling mechanism and will be discussed
here in more detail. In Figure 2.3(a) we present the NV center spectrum at T = 7 K and
highlight a narrow ZPL at 637 nm containing only ≈ 3% of the total NV center emission
and a broad phonon side band (PSB). Scanning a tunable laser across the ZPL reveals its
individual resonances displayed in Figure 2.3(b). Labels correspond to the spin selec-
tive transitions in Figure 2.2(b). Narrow linewidths of ZPL transitions are necessary for
establishing the photon indistinguishability in long distance entanglement protocols as
well as improving the NV-cavity coupling which will be further elaborated in Chapter 3.
Lifetime limited linewidths set the lower boundary of the spectral width of the individual
ZPL transitions to ≈ 13 MHz corresponding to the lifetime of ≈ 12 ns.

However, optical linewidths of these transitions are subject to broadening due to sev-
eral effects. For temperatures higher than 10 K the linewidth increases following a T 5 de-
pendence likely as a consequence of a two-phonon Raman process due to the dynamic
Jahn-Teller effect[6, 7], illustrating the necessity of performing experiments at low tem-
peratures.

Another mechanism of linewidth broadening is connected to the sensitivity of the
NV center to local electric fields through Stark effect. This process is used to control-
lably tune the frequency of the NV center resonant transitions[8, 9]. However, shallow
NV centers can suffer from the spectral diffusion induced by charge fluctuations on the
diamond surface which inhomogeneously broadens their spectral line. This will be fur-
ther discussed in the following chapter.

It is worth mentioning other color centers in diamond, such as silicon-vacancies[10]
and germanium-vacancies[11], whose spectral lines are not susceptible at first order
to the electric field changes. This makes them robust to the mentioned spectral diffu-
sion effects, although at the expense of the necessity for more elaborate spectral tuning
mechanisms[12].
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(b)

(a)

ZPL

PSB

Figure 2.3: NV center spectrum. (a) Low temperature photoluminescence spectrum of the NV center obtained
using off-resonant excitation at 532 nm. Narrow ZPL and a broad PSB are visible. (b) Scanning a tunable laser
frequency over the ZPL reveals individual resonances of the electron transitions. The inset shows NV center
energy level transitions labeled according to Figure 2.2(b). Dashed lines represent non-spin-conserving decay.
The figure is adapted from Gao et al[5].
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2.3. NV CENTER AS A QUBIT

The ability to separate and individually address two spin states in the NV center’s ground
state, allows describing this defect in the quantum information processing framework.
We label the NV center’s ground states ms = 0 → |0〉 and ms =−1 (or ms =+1) → |1〉 and
designate this two-level system as a qubit.

The NV center spin can be initialized into state |0〉 using individual spin-selective op-
tical transitions within the NV center’s ZPL that can be resolved at temperatures below
10 K (Figure 2.3). Relying on the technique of optical pumping, this qubit can be ini-
tialized with > 99.7% fidelity and read out in a single shot with high fidelity using spin
dependent fluorescence detection[13]. In the microwave domain, application of the mi-
crowave pulses coherently drives the NV center electron spin between the states |0〉 and
|1〉. Coherence times exceeding 10 ms have been observed for a single NV[14] in samples
with a natural abundance of 13C nuclear spins and up to 0.5 s for ensembles[15].

One of the limitations to the NV center spin coherence times is the presence of the
residual 13C spins within the diamond matrix which create fluctuating magnetic field
and contribute to the NV center spin dephasing[16]. This issue can be addressed by
using isotopically purified samples (concentration of 12C ≈ 99.99%)[17]. Another es-
tablished method for the spin coherence time extension is applying a sequence of mi-
crowave pulses to the NV center spin, isolating it from the environmental noise using
the principles of dynamical decoupling[18].

However, the coupling of the NV center spin to the spins in the environment can also
be used as a resource. The hyperfine interaction that couples NV spin to nitrogen or
13C nuclear spins allows spin selective control conditional on the state of nuclear spins
enabling two-qubit quantum gates between them[19] transforming the NV center into
a multi-qubit quantum node[20–23]. In addition, the nuclear spin coherence times are
significantly larger compared to the NV center’s due to their three orders of magnitude
smaller gyromagnetic ratio, enabling storing of quantum information for much longer
periods of time[24].

Utilizing NV centers for long distance quantum communication schemes relies on
their spin dependent optical excitation and emission which enables spin-photon entanglement[25].
Photons as flying qubits, allow the transmission of quantum information over long dis-
tances, establishing remote entanglement protocols between two NV center nodes with
meter[14, 25] and even kilometer[26] separation.

The demonstration of NV center high fidelity initialization, readout and qubit ma-
nipulation with long coherence times, as well as connecting the stationary and flying
qubit through NV center spin-photon entanglement fulfills some of the key points of the
DiVincenzo criteria for quantum computation and quantum communication[27]. How-
ever, the criterion of scalability remains the key challenge for any practical implementa-
tion of this system in the quantum communication protocols. The efficiency of quantum
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networks greatly decreases with increasing node separation due to the large absorption
of the 637 nm photon in optical fiber and low probability of the NV center resonant emis-
sion. An appealing approach for overcoming this problem and boosting the success rate
of long distance entanglement protocols is coupling NV centers to optical cavities which
will be introduced in the following chapter.
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3
FABRY-PEROT RESONATORS AND

EMITTER-CAVITY COUPLING

S. Bogdanović

Coupling emitters to optical cavities is a promising approach for boosting their emission
properties. In this chapter, we will provide the theoretical background necessary to de-
scribe the mechanism of an emitter-cavity coupling. We begin by introducing the basic
properties of a planar Fabry-Perot resonator (Section 3.1) and discuss a more general case
of Gaussian beams in spherical-mirror cavities (Section 3.2) following the approach from
Saleh[1]. Section 3.3 describes the interaction between the light and an atom inside a cav-
ity with the emphasis on the weak coupling regime and the case of an NV center in a cavity.
We finish the chapter by providing an overview of different experimental designs aimed at
demonstrating NV center-cavity coupling (Section 3.4).
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3.1. ONE-DIMENSIONAL FABRY-PEROT CAVITY

A one-dimensional Fabry-Perot cavity is a linear optical resonator consisting of two par-
allel mirrors M1 and M2 with transmissions T1 and T2 and losses L1 and L2, suitable
for spatial and temporal confinement of light at frequencies ν determined by the mirror
separation (Figure 3.1). The amplitude of a monochromatic wave U(r) inside the lossless
cavity with mirror separation L, satisfies the Helmholtz equation:

U0

U1

U2

L
M1 M2

T1, L1 T2, L2

Figure 3.1: Schematics of a wave roundtrip inside a planar cavity consisting of two mirrors with transmissions
T1 and T2 and losses L1 and L2 separated by distance L. The wave amplitude after N roundtrips around the
cavity is UN .

∇2U (r)+k2U (r) = 0, (3.1)

where k = 2πν
c is the wavenumber and c is the speed of light. This cavity geometry im-

poses boundary conditions requiring that upon reflection the field components parallel
to the mirror surface must be zero while the perpendicular component of the incident
wave must have equal magnitude and a phase shift of π. This translates to: U (r) = 0 at
the planes z = 0 and z = L with standing waves as cavity modes satisfying the solution to
Equation (3.1):

U (r) = Aq sinkq z, kq = q
π

L
, q = 1,2... (3.2)

Therefore the resonant frequencies take discrete values νq = q c
2L and the separation

between two resonant frequencies is called the Free Spectral Range (FSR):
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νF SR = νq+1 −νq = c

2L
. (3.3)

This result can also be derived from the condition that resonant modes reproduce them-
selves after a round-trip. The accumulated phase during propagation has to be an inte-
ger of 2π:

φ= k ·2L = q ·2π, q = 1,2... (3.4)

obtaining the same expression for resonant frequencies.
To model cavity losses in the resonant mode analysis, we multiply the complex wave

amplitude after each cavity round-trip (Figure 3.1.) with the attenuation factor h =
|r |e−iφ where |r | =p(1−T1 −L1)(1−T2 −L2) represents cavity mirrors of finite transmit-
tance and loss. The total wave amplitude is therefore:

U =U0 +U1 +U2 +· · · =U0 +hU0 +h2U0 +· · · = U0

1−h
, (3.5)

with the field intensity inside the cavity described as the Lorentzian function (Figure
3.2):

I = |U |2 = |U0|2
|1−|r |e−iφ|2 = I0

1+|r |2 −2|r |cosφ
. (3.6)

Defining Imax = I0
(1−|r |)2 for φ= 2πq allows us to express the field intensity as:

I = Imax

1+ (2F /π)2 sin2 (φ/2)
, (3.7)

where we introduce the parameter F as the Finesse of the cavity:

F = π
p|r |

1−|r | ≈
2π

T1 +T2 +L1 +L2
; 1−|r | << 1. (3.8)

For resonant condition near φ≈ 0 we can rewrite (3.7) as:

I = Imax

1+ (Fφ/π)2 . (3.9)

The intensity of field is at the half of its maximum value for φ = π
F so the Full Width

at Half Maximum (FWHM) of the intensity peak becomes:

∆φ≈ 2π

F
. (3.10)

Defined like this, the cavity finesse represents the sensitivity of the field intensity
inside the cavity to deviations from the resonant frequency. It is a measure of spectral
resolving capability of the Fabry-Perot cavity. Expressing this value in frequency, using
(3.4) gives us:

∆ν= c

2LF
= νF SR

F
. (3.11)
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Figure 3.2: Transmission of a planar cavity of length L and Finesse F , with cavity resonances at frequencies
νq = q c

2L separated by νF SR displaying a Lorentzian profile with linewidth ∆ν.

We notice that for large Finesse values, the intensity spectrum is sharply peaked around
the cavity resonance frequencies νq+N for N = 1,2... (Figure 3.2).

Viewing Finesse as a number of bounces the photon makes before leaking out of the
cavity, the lifetime of a photon inside the cavity τcav is given by the relation:

τcav = F

π

L

c
= 1

2π∆ν
, (3.12)

and we define the cavity decay rate κ as:

κ= 1

τcav
= 2π∆ν, (3.13)

establishing the relation between the resonant mode linewidth and the cavity loss
rate.

We conclude the discussion on the cavity parameters by introducing the Quality Fac-
tor which is defined as:

Q = 2π
Stor ed ener g y

Ener g y loss per c ycle
. (3.14)

It relates the cavity linewidth to its frequency and represents the field storage time of
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the resonator in units of the optical period T = 1/ν0:

Q = ν0

∆ν
. (3.15)

3.2. GAUSSIAN BEAMS IN SPHERICAL-MIRROR RESONATORS

A 1D planar resonator is a special case of a more general type of 3D cavities in which
one or both mirrors are spherical with radii of curvature R1 and R2 (R1 = R2 =∞ in the
planar mirror case). The advantage of this configuration is greater robustness to mir-
ror misalignment which increases the capability of containing the field inside the cavity,
translating to higher finesse values. In our experiments, we will utilize an asymmetric
cavity which consists of one planar and one curved mirror with the radius of curvature
R. The choice of an asymmetric cavity is made with respect to easier incorporation of
the diamond sample into the cavity with one planar mirror, which will be discussed in
the following chapter.

The stability condition for such a cavity is:

0 ≤ (1− L

R
) ≤ 1, (3.16)

placing a requirement on the cavity length: L ≤ R. For cavity lengths beyond this
limit, the beam waist grows larger than the cavity mirror size, and the field is eventually
lost. This will influence the fabrication process of the curved mirror, presented in the
following chapters.

Solutions of the Helmholtz equation (Equation (3.1)) for the boundary conditions
imposed by this mirror geometry are Gaussian beams shown in Figure 3.3:

U (r) = A0
W0

W (z)
exp

(
− ρ2

W 2(z)

)
exp

(
− i kz − i k

ρ2

2R(z)
+ iζ(z)

)
, (3.17)

where we assume the beam is traveling along the z direction and ρ = x2+y2. The param-
eter ζ(z) represents the phase retardation relative to a planar wave, the Gouy phase shift.
W (z) is the width of the Gaussian beam i.e. the distance from the beam axis where the
intensity drops by a factor of 1/e2. Parameter z0 called the Rayleigh range, indicates the
position on the cavity axis where the radius of curvature of the Gaussian beam R(z) is
minimal and the distance over which the beam is approximately collimated (W =p2W0

with W0 being the minimum value of the beam width)[2]. The relations between these
parameters are described by the following set of equations:

z0 =
πW 2

0

λ
; W (z) =W0

√
1+ (

z

z0
)2 ; R(z) = z

(
1+ (

z0

z
)2

)
. (3.18)

We set the origin of the Gaussian wave (z = 0) at the location where it behaves like a
planar wave (R =∞) and notice that the beam at this position has minimal width. For
an asymmetric cavity employing a planar mirror at z = 0 and a mirror with curvature R
placed at z = L we find:
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Figure 3.3: Gaussian beam in a cavity consisting of a planar mirror M1 and curved mirror M2 propagating
along the z-axis. Smallest width of this Gaussian beam is W0, its Rayleigh range is z0 and its radius of curvature
is R(z).

z0 =
√

L(R −L) ; W 2
0 = λ

π

√
L(R −L), (3.19)

and calculate the cavity mode volume as[3]:

Vm = (
W0

2
)2πL = λ

4

√
L3(R −L). (3.20)

Mode volume along with the quality factor (Equation 3.15) will be the dominant pa-
rameter describing the nature of the emitter-cavity coupling, which we discuss in the
following section.

3.3. EMITTERS IN CAVITIES

The goal of this section is to introduce the relevant parameters governing the interplay
between a cavity and an emitter placed within its volume following the approach in
Fox[4].

The character of a cavity-emitter interaction is defined by the three parameters: cav-
ity decay rate - κ, emitter decay rate - γ and an emitter-cavity coupling rate - g0 (Figure
3.4).

Cavity field decay rate κ has already been discussed in the section 3.1, Equation
(3.13).

The emitter decay rate determines its Fourier-limited linewidth, in the absence of
other broadening mechanisms:
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|1

|2

g
0

Figure 3.4: A two-level emitter with the transition frequency ν is coupled to an optical cavity at rate g0. This
coherent process competes with the cavity decay rate κ and non-resonant emitter decay rate γ.

γNV = µ2
NV ω

3

3πε0ħc3 , (3.21)

where µNV represents the total dipole moment of the NV center and ω is the transi-
tion frequency. The branching ratio or the Debye-Waller factor ζ is then given by:

ζ= γZ PL

γNV
= µ2

Z PL

µ2
NV

≈ 3% (3.22)

whereγZ PL andµZ PL are the decay rate and the dipole moment of the ZPL transition,
respectively.

Lets consider the case of the NV center coupling to a cavity resonant with its ZPL
transition. The NV-cavity coupling constant g0 is determined by the ZPL transition dipole
momentµZ PL interacting with the vacuum fluctuations of the electromagnetic field within
the cavity volume V:

g0 =
√
µ2

Z PLω

2ħε0V
. (3.23)

The relation between these three parameters defines the regime of the cavity-emitter
coupling. In the strong coupling regime g0 >> (κ,γ) the exchange of the energy quanta
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between the cavity and the emitter is faster than the photon loss meaning that the pho-
ton has a higher chance of being reabsorbed by the emitter in a coherent process in-
stead of leaking out of the cavity. The weak coupling regime, the one relevant to this
thesis, covers the non-coherent case: g0 << (κ,γ) where the photon emission is irre-
versible. However, in this regime, the existence of the cavity surrounding the emitter can
still have a significant effect on the emission properties which we discuss in the following
paragraph.

The transition rate of spontaneous emission is governed by the Fermi’s Golden Rule:

W = 2π

ħ2 |M12|2g (ω), (3.24)

where M12 is the matrix element of the transition and g (ω) photon density of states.
For determining the matrix element we use the electric dipole interaction:

M12 =µ12εvac =
√
µ2

12ħω
2ε0V0

. (3.25)

The photon density of states for the emitter in free space is given by:

g f (ω) = ω2

π2c3 V0. (3.26)

We calculate the transition rate for the free space emitter and multiply the result with
factor 1

3 which represents averaging over all possible dipole orientations:

W f r ee =
µ2

12ω
3

3πε0ħc3 , (3.27)

equivalent with Equation (3.21).
Now lets consider the effect of embedding the emitter in the optical cavity, such as

the one described in Section 3.2. Using the form of its Lorentzian lineshape from Fig-
ure 3.2 (Equation (3.7)) the density of states function for the emitter in the cavity with
linewidth ∆ω and frequency ωc is:

gc (ω) = 2

π

∆ωc

4(ω−ωc )2 +∆ω2
c

, (3.28)

The resonant condition between the atom and the cavity is satisfied for ω = ωc which
leads to:

gc (ω) = 2

π∆ω
= 2Q

πω
. (3.29)

This represents the crucial difference in comparison to the emitter in free space (Equa-
tion (3.26)). Cavity modifies the photonic density of states thus having a significant ef-
fect on the transition probabilities in Fermi’s golden rule (Equation (3.24)). Transition
element M12 is an intrinsic property of the emitter and thus remains unchanged so the
Wcav is:
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Wcav = 2Qµ2
12

ħε0V0
ξ2, (3.30)

where ξ is the normalized dipole orientation taking into account the spatial overlap
between the emitter and the cavity field anti-node.

Comparing the transition rate between the emitter in the cavity and in free space, we
define the Purcell factor FP as:

FP = Wcav

W f r ee
= 3Qλ3

4π2V0
, (3.31)

for the cavity on resonance and the emitter dipole located in the field maximum and
oriented along the cavity field.

A Purcell factor larger than unity indicates enhancement of the emission rate due
to the modified density of states of the emitter inside the cavity compared to the free-
space case. We notice that it is governed by two parameters directly connected to the
cavity properties; for maximum Purcell enhancement, we would require cavities with
high quality factors and low mode volumes. The Purcell factor can also be expressed
through the ratio between the coupling strength of the emitter to the cavity and their
decay rates as defined above, also called the cooperativity:

C = ζFP = 4g 2
0

κγNV
. (3.32)

One way to experimentally determine the Purcell factor is through the measurement
of the emitter lifetime reduction. Compared to the lifetime of the NV center in freespace,
1
τ = 1

τZ PL
+ 1

τPSB
the lifetime of the excited state of an NV center coupled to the cavity

decreases to 1
τcav

= 1+FP
τZ PL

+ 1
τPSB

. From this point it is straightforward to calculate the
Purcell factor as:

FP = τ/τcav −1

ζ
. (3.33)

Finally, the ratio of the ZPL emission into the cavity mode compared to the total
emission is given by:

β= FpγZ PL

FpγZ PL +γNV
. (3.34)

In the discussion so far, we have assumed that the emitter linewidth is much smaller
than the cavity decay rate i.e. γ << κ, which is often the case for atomic transitions in
cavity experiments using cold atoms or trapped ions. However, in case of the emitters
embedded in the solid state matrix such as an NV center in diamond, broadening of the
emitter linewidth, due to mechanisms such as coupling to phonons or spectral diffusion
introduced in Chapter 2, can greatly reduce the Purcell factor. This can be described
through an effective quality factor Qe f f given by following equation:
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1

Qe f f
= 1

Qcav
+ 1

Qemi t ter
; Qemi t ter = ν

γ
, (3.35)

illustrating that Qe f f can also be limited by the broad emitter linewidths. This high-
lights the importance of narrow NV center linewidths in our experiments, placing a strict
requirement on the cavity and diamond sample design and the need for performing
measurements in cryogenic conditions where the phononic contributions do not broaden
the spectral line[5]. On the other hand, while low temperatures reduce the pure dephas-
ing broadening mechanism of all NV spectral lines, they have no influence on the vibra-
tional ground state relaxation rates of the PSB (on the order of ≈ 80 THz) indicating that,
at low temperatures, the PSB rate of emission into the cavity remains unaltered[6] apart
from the cavity feeding mechanism[7].

The following paragraph presents a short overview of experimentally designed cavi-
ties with embedded NV centers and discusses their performance.

3.4. AN OVERVIEW OF NITROGEN-VACANCY CENTERS IN CAVI-
TIES SO FAR

In the previous section we introduced the theoretical principles governing the enhanced
emission properties of an emitter coupled to the cavity. Here we present an overview of
the experiments demonstrating coupling between NV centers and optical cavities with
different cavity designs.
Three main design approaches have so far been established for demonstrating Purcell
enhancement of the NV centers. An "integrated" design relies on fabricating a periodic
series of holes etched into a single crystal diamond substrates creating regions with alter-
nating refractive index, forming a photonic crystal cavity (PhC)[8–12]. These structures
are either fabricated around already existing NV centers within the diamond substrate or
the NV centers have been subsequently implanted into the optimal position with respect
to the cavity field maximum. This design greatly benefits from strong field confinement
with cavity mode volumes reaching ≈ (λn )3. An example of 1D and 2D PhC is presented
in Figure 3.5. Spectral cavity tuning is performed either reversibly by introducing gas
(usually Xe) into the cavity changing its refractive index and red-shifting the wavelength
of its modes or irreversibly by etching the cavity material.

However achieving precise emitter placement within the cavity center is extremely
challenging which can be tackled by adopting a hybrid approach. This approach relies
on fabricating similar structures out of non-diamond material (Gallium Phosphide for
example) followed by positioning nanodiamonds containing NV centers into the cavity
center to which they couple via an evanescent field[14–16]. Still, two main challenges to
both approaches remain. First, the quality factor of these cavities is significantly reduced
(Q ≈ 5000) due to the imperfections of the etching process, creating a rough cavity side-
walls and non-uniform hole structures. An even greater limitation of this architecture
lies in the optical properties of the embedded NV centers. Shallow NV centers, as well
as ones found in nanodiamonds, are positioned tens of nanometers away from the di-
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.5: An integrated cavity design. (a) An SEM image of a 2D photonic crystal cavity created in diamond[8].
(b) An SEM of a 1D nanobeam photonic crystal cavity[13].

amond surface and suffer from surface proximity effects which broaden their linewidth
by several orders of magnitude compared to their bulk diamond counterpart.

An alternative approach is embedding NV centers in an open, tunable Fabry-Perot
microcavity which enables in-situ spatial and spectral cavity tuning to the emitter. Com-
pared to the PhC design, these cavities can possess significantly higher quality factors
but also larger mode volumes. This tunable cavity design, where one mirror can be
spatially moved, relaxes the constraint for perfect emitter placement in the heart of the
cavity which opens up new possibilities in the diamond substrate selection. However,
additional spatial degrees of freedom also correspond to vulnerability to mechanical vi-
brations, which will be further explored in Chapter 6.

So far, several experiments utilizing this configuration have been performed using
nanodiamonds[6, 17–19] (Figure 3.6(a)) which suffer from spectral diffusion effects as
discussed above. The main advantage of this design is fully utilized by inserting microm-
eters thin diamond slabs into the cavity architecture[20–22] in which emitters could re-
tain their bulk-like properties, while enabling strong field confinement (Figure 3.6(b)).

Following chapter will describe the fabrication of the components and an assembly
of an open Fabry-Perot microcavity with an integrated diamond membrane.
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Figure 3.6: Fabry-Perot cavity design. (a) Sketch of the Fabry-Perot microcavity using nanodiamond containing
NV centers[19]. (b) Sketch of the fiber-based Fabry-Perot microcavity containing a thin diamond membrane
with thickness d and air length La [21].
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4
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

S. Bogdanović

The goal of this chapter is to introduce the components which constitute a diamond-based
Fabry-Perot microcavity and describe the experimental setup. We utilize a tunable cavity
design where one cavity element is mounted onto a piezo positioner for combined lateral
scanning of the diamond membrane and spectral cavity tuning.

The chapter begins by describing the preparation of the fiber interface onto which coatings
for cavity mirrors are deposited. The properties of these coatings including residual trans-
mission, loss and penetration depth are then discussed, followed by a description of the
diamond sample fabrication method and subsequent incorporation into the cavity sys-
tem. We finish the chapter with the description of the piezo positioner and the cryostation
housing the cavity itself.
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4.1. FIBER INTERFACE

diamond (4.3)

fiber (4.1)

cryostat (4.5)

stage (4.4)

mirror (4.2)

Figure 4.1: Schematic of the cavity consisting of a concave fiber tip and a plane mirror onto which a thin
diamond membrane is bonded. The cavity is mounted onto a piezo stage and cooled down to cryogenic tem-
peratures.

The high-finesse microcavity used in this thesis consists of a flat, low roughness,
fused silica plates and curved fiber tips coated with high reflectivity mirrors (Figure 4.1).
A dimple in the fiber tip is created using CO2 laser ablation technique[1, 2]. Using a cir-
cularly polarized laser pulse focused onto the tip of the fiber, the fiber surface is melted
creating a concave depression with the radius of curvature dependent on the power of
the laser pulse. Due to the ablation nature of this process, produced depression exhibits
a low surface roughness which is imperative for reducing scattering loss in the high fi-
nesse optical cavity. Created depressions have a radius of curvature between 10 - 25 µm
and surface roughness of ≤ 0.2 nm RMS measured using atomic force microscope.

4.2. MIRROR PROPERTIES

In order to achieve high cavity finesse, optical coatings with low residual transmission
are required. Using the Ion-Beam Sputtering (IBS) technique alternating layers of high
and low refractive index are deposited onto the fused silica plates and curved fiber inter-
faces (Laseroptik) forming a Distributed Bragg Reflector (DBR) with each layer having a
quarter wave optical thickness. These coatings are created at ultra-high vacuum condi-
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tions forbidding the use of regular fibers due to outgassing issues. To prevent this, spe-
cial fibers (Cu600 IVG) have been utilized whose copper coating serves as a protection
against the outgassing in the mirror deposition chamber.

The stopband of the created DBR stack is centered around 637 nm (Figure 4.2), opti-
mized for > 70% transmission at 532 nm.
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Figure 4.2: Measured stopband for the IBS coatings (Laseroptik) consisting of alternating layers of Ta2O5 (re-
fractive index nH = 2.04) and SiO2 (refractive index nL = 1.45) for (a) low transmission mirror and (b) high
transmission mirror with narrow stopband.

Transmission of the DBR stack is dependent on the number of layers applied and is
given by Equation (4.1)[3]:

T = 4n0
nN−1

L

nN+1
H

, (4.1)

where n0 is the refractive index of the silica substrate, n0 ≈ 1.45. Using Equation (4.1)
we calculate the expected transmission of the low transmission DBR stack consisting of
N = 31 layers to be T ≈ 50 ppm (Figure 4.2(a)). An optional coating design aimed at
efficient extraction of NV center PSB photons (up to 750 nm) through the mirror stack
relies on creating a narrow stopband by changing the individual layer thickness (Figure
4.2(b)). This can enable locating the NV centers inside the diamond enclosed by these
mirrors.

The field loss within the resonator can occur due to two effects: Scattering of the light
into the other spatial modes and absorption of light within the resonator. Scattering loss
is dependent on the surface roughness of the substrates and applied coatings and can
be calculated from the following equation[4]:

S ≈ (
4πσ

λ
)2, (4.2)

where σ is the roughness of the mirror surface. Using the measured surface rough-
ness of the fiber and fused silica interface (≈ 0.3 nm RMS), we expect S = 15 ppm per
mirror.

The absorption loss is inherent to the coating process itself and can be reduced to
A = 10 ppm by annealing the mirrors for 5 hours at the temperature of 300◦ C.
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The last effect we take into account is the increase of effective cavity length due to
the finite field penetration within the mirror stack, the effective cavity length is modified
by Le f f = Lcav +2Lpen with:

Lpen = λ

4(nH −nL)
. (4.3)

In our case Lpen = 0.27µm per mirror stack[3].

4.3. DIAMOND MEMBRANE

100 um

Figure 4.3: Optical microscope image of a 4 µm thin diamond membrane bonded to the patterned mirror
surface containing microwave striplines and markers.

Choice of the diamond sample is restricted by the requirement of maintaining good
optical properties of the emitters while maximizing the values of the Purcell factor. The
former condition can be met by using the emitters located far away from the diamond
surface embedded inside a diamond membrane where NV centers are expected to ex-
hibit bulk-like properties. However large Purcell factors require small cavity mode vol-
ume, which would require thinning down the diamond membrane to only a few microm-
eters thickness. To create such membranes we start from commercially available 0.5 mm
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.4: Damaged diamond membrane and coatings during the preparation process. (a) Optical microscope
image of a damaged diamond surface after 20 minutes of O2 plasma etching. The inset shows an SEM image
of one of the damaged areas. (b) Mirror coatings deposited directly to the diamond membrane delaminated
after 1 hour of ArCl2 plasma etching.

thick diamond (Element Six) which is cleaved and polished to membranes of ≈ 30 mi-
crometer thickness (Delaware Diamond Knives). The membranes are then cleaned for 1
hour in the triacid solution (1:1:1 of Perchloric : Sulphuric : 30% Nitric solution) followed
by Aceton and IPA clean. The diamond membrane is then etched to the desired thick-
ness of several micrometers using Inductive Coupled Plasma Reactive Ion Etching (ICP
RIE) and bonded to the patterned mirror surface using Van der Waals forces (Figure 4.3).
A step-by-step fabrication recipe and the procedure details are described in Chapter 5.

As a cautionary tale, two failed methods of diamond membrane preparation are de-
scribed.

First, the use of oxygen as an etching gas in the ICP RIE process exacerbates surface
damages created via diamond membrane polishing, resulting in the creation of pits in
the diamond surface (Figure 4.4(a)). In order to bypass this, first few micrometers of di-
amond need to be removed using Argon-Chlorine recipe, in order to remove the layer
damaged from polishing. This type of etch is more chemical which is favorable for dia-
mond surface roughness[5, 6].

Second, an attempt was made to apply low transmission coatings directly on a thick,
unetched diamond membrane which would reduce the difficulty in handling and bond-
ing of the thin diamond. However etching the diamond from the uncoated side still
caused a drastic coating delamination (Figure 4.4(b)) likely due to the mismatch of the
coefficient of thermal expansion between the diamond and the coatings material.
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4.4. PIEZO POSITIONER

In order to scan the sample for the emitters within the cavity architecture and tune the
cavity on resonance with the emitter spectral line, we mount the fiber mirror onto a
piezo positioner. Keeping the tunable cavity stable under cryogenic conditions requires
special consideration in the choice of this element.

Low-temperature experiments are performed using a custom designed Cryo Posi-
tioning Stage High Resonance (CPSHR) manufactured by Janssen Precision Engineer-
ing (JPE) in which three separate linear actuators push the plate on which the fiber is
mounted enabling coarse movement of this cavity element while keeping the planar
mirror fixed. The advantage of this design lies in its high mechanical resonant frequency
which improves the stability of the assembled cavity in the presence of low frequency
vibrations of the cryostation floor. The first natural frequency of the unloaded stage is
specified to be at 1.5 kHz with the coarse scanning range of 0.5 mm in all directions[7].
Three high resolution piezo elements beneath the fiber mounting plate provide the mech-
anism for fine cavity tuning with the sensitivity of 5 nm/V at 5 K and scanning range of
0.5 micrometers.

To further decouple the system from the mechanical vibrations of the cryostation
base, the whole stage is suspended on a passive vibration isolation platform (CVIP1) with
40 Hz cut-off frequency, acting as a low-pass filter for the mechanical noise reaching the
cavity. The whole construction is mounted on a Montana cryostation platform, shown
in Figure 4.5.

4.5. CRYOSTATION

The described cavity with the piezo positioner stack is mounted inside a Montana In-
struments closed-cycle cryostation. Utilizing an optical fiber as one of the cavity com-
ponents provides a convenient way to deliver laser light inside the cavity. Fiber is in-
troduced into the cryostat chamber using a Swagelok compression feedthroughs and
spliced to another single mode fiber outside of the chamber. Reaching sufficiently low
temperature at the diamond membrane location residing on the top of the piezo stage
is possible by bypassing the stage using custom designed Montana thermal links. These
links are designed to provide a very loose connection to the cryostation floor in order to
prevent the propagation of‘the vibrations to the top of the cavity which would circum-
vent the vibration isolation elements.

Another strategy to further reduce the vibrations originating from the operation of
the cryostation pulse tube is synchronizing our measurements acquisition to Hall probe
sensor placed on the operating unit cold head. In Figure 4.6 we present the result of
the vibration measurements of the cavity linewidth with respect to the cryostation sync
signal. Every point represents the average of 30 linewidth measurements. The details of
the linewidth measurements will be presented in Chapter 5. Using the results presented
in Figure 4.6 we identify the measurement timings during which the mechanical noise is
greatly reduced.

Having introduced the components constituting our cavity and the environment in
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Figure 4.5: JPE Cryo Positioning Stage High Resonance with a passive vibration isolation add-on, mounted on
a base platform of a Montana. Red laser excitation is visible at the tip of the fiber mounted on top of the stage.
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sync on
sync off

Figure 4.6: Linewidth dependence on measurement time with respect to the synchronization signal.

which the cavity is housed, we proceed with describing the detailed fabrication process
of the cavity elements which will be the topic of the next chapter.
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ROBUST NANO-FABRICATION OF AN

INTEGRATED PLATFORM FOR SPIN

CONTROL IN A TUNABLE

MICRO-CAVITY

S. Bogdanović*, M. S. Z. Liddy*, S. B. van Dam, L. C. Coenen, T. Fink,
M. Lončar and R. Hanson

Coupling nitrogen-vacancy centers in diamond to optical cavities is a promising way to
enhance the efficiency of diamond based quantum networks. An essential aspect of the
full toolbox required for the operation of these networks is the ability to achieve microwave
control of the electron spin associated with this defect within the cavity framework. Here,
we report on the fabrication of an integrated platform for microwave control of an NV
center electron spin in an open, tunable Fabry-Pérot microcavity. A critical aspect of the
measurements of the cavity’s finesse reveals that the presented fabrication process does not
compromise its optical properties. We provide a method to incorporate a thin diamond
slab into the cavity architecture and demonstrate control of the NV center spin. These
results show the promise of this design for future cavity-enhanced NV center spin-photon
entanglement experiments.
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5.1. INTRODUCTION

Nitrogen-vacancy (NV) colour centers in diamond have emerged as attractive candi-
dates for quantum photonic applications. Their electronic spin can be optically ini-
tialized, read out in a single shot[1], and coherently manipulated with the use of mi-
crowave signals[2]. This spin-photon interface provides a platform for distant entangle-
ment generation [3], while additional coupling to nearby carbon-13 nuclear spins forms
a multi-qubit quantum node[4–7]. These aspects make the NV center a good candidate
for quantum network protocols[8–10]. The efficiency of entanglement generation be-
tween network nodes is currently limited by the NV center’s low (≈ 3%) emission rate of
the resonant zero-phonon line (ZPL) photons. This problem can be addressed by cou-
pling NV centers to optical microcavities[11–23], enhancing the ZPL emission rate and
providing efficient photon extraction by means of the Purcell effect[24]. An appealing
cavity design consists of an open, tunable Fabry-Pérot microcavity housing a large area
diamond membrane[25–27] in which emitters retain their bulk-like properties[28]. The
tunability of this design enables both spectral positioning of the cavity to be resonant
with the emitter as well as selective lateral placement of the emitter within the center of
the cavity mode. However, in order to use these emitters in quantum information proto-
cols, microwave control must be integrated into the cavity architecture. Here, we present
fabrication methods used to create a platform that integrates microwave control of an
NV center spin within an optical cavity while maintaining the cavity’s high finesse prop-
erties. While microwave addressing of a single NV center spin has already been realized
in thin diamond slabs[29] and photonic crystal cavities[21], this is the first demonstra-
tion of NV center spin addressing within a framework tailored to the implementation of
a tunable microcavity.

The cavity consists of a dimpled fiber tip and polished fused silica plate, both coated
with a highly reflective dielectric mirror stack (Figure 5.1(A)). Microwave striplines and
marker arrays are fabricated on the planar mirror surface in order to locate the NV cen-
ters and address their spin within the diamond slab bonded to the mirror.

5.2. FIBER DIMPLE

The curved fiber profile was fabricated using a CO2 laser ablation technique[30, 31]: A
single 1 ms long circularly polarized laser pulse is focused onto the cleaved fiber facet.
As a result of thermal evaporation and subsequent melting, a concave depression with
low surface roughness of σrms ≤ 0.20± 0.02 nm is created. The depth and diameter of
this depression can be controlled by varying a combination of the pulse power, dura-
tion, and beam waist. Due to the small fiber core diameter, care must be taken to center
the depression onto the cleaved facet to ensure a good coupling efficiency to the cav-
ity mode. Following dimple creation, the surface geometry is measured, in situ, with
an interferometer. Figure 5.1(B) shows an exemplary phase measurement and the cor-
responding reconstructed surface profile (Figure 5.1(C)). The shape of the depression
closely resembles that of a two dimensional Gaussian. In its center, it can be approxi-
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Figure 5.1: (Colour Online) Fabrication of the Fabry-Pérot cavity components. (A) The design of the Fabry-
Pérot cavity, comprised of a processed planar mirror and laser ablated fiber interface. (B) Phase profile of the
ablated fiber facet measured using an interferometer. (C) Reconstructed surface profile of the region denoted
by the black rectangle in (B) (blue line) and fit with a Gaussian function (green line). The extracted parameters
are d = 8.3 µm and z t = 403 nm. The fiber radius of curvature R, is 22.4 µm. (D) Planar mirror processing
stages: (i) Mirror coatings consist of 31 layers of alternating high (Ta2O5, 75 nm thickness) and low (SiO2, 100
nm thickness) refractive index materials deposited onto a low roughness fused silica plate and ablated fiber
tip. (ii) Patterned and developed optical photoresist mask for the microwave striplines. (iii) Etching 65 nm of
material into the mirror stack using an SF6 and O2 ICP RIE recipe followed by (iv) evaporation of 5 nm (65 nm)
of titanium (gold) and an overnight liftoff. (v) Patterned and developed optical resist mask for marker array,
aligned to the gold striplines. (vi) Evaporation of 5 nm (5 nm) titanium (gold) followed by one hour of liftoff. (E)
Cross-section of the mirror post processing revealing the embedded microwave striplines and surface marker
array.
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mated by a hemisphere with radius of curvature, R ≈ d 2/(8zt ), where d and zt are the
diameter and depth of the dimple, respectively[30]. Low-ellipticity profiles with compa-
rable radii of curvature along the x- and y-direction are required in order to minimize
polarization splitting of the cavity mode[32]. The extracted ellipticity of the fiber used in
this experiment is 1.3 %.

5.3. MIRROR COATINGS

Following laser ablation of the fibers, a mirror stack forming a Distributed Bragg Re-
flector (DBR) is deposited onto both the fiber facets and polished fused silica plates
(Laseroptik). The residual transmission of this stack is measured to be 50 ppm at 637
nm wavelength. The observed fiber and specified fused silica surface roughness (0.2 nm
and 0.5 nm RMS, respectively) correspond to scattering losses of 25 and 100 ppm [33].
Following coating, the planar mirror is annealed in vacuum at 300◦C for 5 hours, which
reduces the absorption losses of the stack from ≈ 50 ppm to ≤ 10 ppm[34]. The total
losses give an expected value of the cavity finesse of F ≈ 22 000.

5.4. STRIPLINES AND MARKER FIELD

In order to address the spin and index the location of the NV centers, parallel microwave
striplines and a field of uniquely identifiable markers are fabricated on the planar mir-
ror surface. For successful diamond bonding, the processed mirrors must possess a low
profile for all patterned surface features. A two-step fabrication procedure was devised,
which includes first patterning embedded microwave striplines into the planar mirror,
followed by the deposition of a small marker array on the surface. The fabrication pro-
cedure is presented in Figure 5.1(D). To begin the processing, optical photoresist, AZ
3007, is deposited on the planar mirror at a thickness of 1 µm, followed by a soft bake
at 90◦C for 60 s. 4 mm long by 45 µm wide masks for the striplines are patterned with a
laser writer (DMO Microwriter ML-2), and developed in MF-321 for 45 s (Figure 5.1(D,i-
ii). Using an SF6 and O2 based Inductively Coupled Plasma Reactive Ion Etch (ICP RIE)
to remove 65 nm of material, the mask for the microwave striplines is transferred into
the planar mirror (Figure 5.1(D,iii)) (Methods). After etching, a 5 nm layer of titanium is
evaporated as an adhesion layer followed by 65 nm of gold (Temescal FC2000). The first
stage of the fabrication is completed by removing all excess gold with an overnight liftoff
in photoresist stripper (PRS) at 70◦C, leading to the result shown in (Figure 5.1(D,iv)).
The second stage of the fabrication procedure proceeds with the same photoresist de-
position method, followed by patterning the marker array, aligned adjacent to the mi-
crowave striplines, and then developed (Figure 5.1(D,v)). 5 nm layers of Ti and Au are
evaporated consecutively, followed by 1 hour of liftoff in PRS at 70◦C to complete the
fabrication (Figure 5.1(D,vi)).

Essential to the desired cavity architecture is the possibility to bond a several mi-
crometer thin diamond membrane over the structures on the planar mirror. Irregular
structures and frills on the edges of the fabricated striplines have been found to deter
successful bonding. Furthermore, a microwave stripline that is fully recessed in the
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etched trench acts as a capillary channel for water used during the bonding process,
preventing a good diamond-mirror bond. A uniform raised profile of a feature above the
mirror surface by no more than 20 nm was found to allow for successful bonding.ng.

5.5. CAVITY FINESSE

To verify that the presented fabrication procedure does not introduce additional losses
to the planar mirror, the finesse of a cavity with a processed and unprocessed planar
mirror is compared while keeping the fiber mirror unaltered. The finesse F is calculated
from the cavity linewidth δν and free spectral range (FSR) νF SR :

F = νF SR

δν
= c

2 ·Lcav ·δν
, (5.1)

where c is the speed of light and Lcav the cavity length.
The cavity linewidth is obtained by exciting the cavity with a 637 nm laser through

the fiber port while modulating the planar mirror position with a 40 Hz sinusoidal sig-
nal scanning the cavity across the resonance. The measurement setup is presented in
Figure 5.2(A). Before entering the cavity, the light passes through an electro-optic mod-
ulator (EOM) creating sidebands with a fixed frequency separation, used to convert the
measured linewidth in length to frequency. The imperfect elliptical curvature in the fiber
profile induces a polarization splitting of the cavity mode which is filtered using a po-
larizer in the detection path before the transmitted signal reaches the photodiode. An
example of a measured linewidth for a cavity consisting of an unprocessed (processed)
planar mirror is presented in Figure 5.2(B) (Figure 5.2(C)) for two different cavity lengths.
The measured linewidth is an average over ten such single sweeps. It is to be noted that
all cavity measurements were performed in the absence of a diamond slab, to compare
only the processing effects on the mirror properties. For a study of the effects of a dia-
mond slab incorporated into the cavity, see references [25,26].

The FSR is obtained by coupling a broadband supercontinuum laser into the cavity
and measuring the transmitted signal on a spectrometer. Figure 5.2(D) (Figure 5.2(E))
shows the results of the FSR measurement for a cavity with an unprocessed (processed)
planar mirror. Fundamental cavity modes can be seen as well as higher order modes at
higher frequencies, which are confirmed by their shape in a camera image (not shown).
Using the measured linewidth and FSR, the finesse value of the unprocessed mirror cav-
ity is calculated (Equation (5.1)) to be F = (23±3) ·103, while the finesse of the processed
mirror is F = (20± 2) · 103. Measured finesse values are in good agreement with the fi-
nesse values calculated from the mirror transmission and losses. We conclude that our
fabrication procedure preserves good optical properties of the mirrors.

5.6. DIAMOND MEMBRANE PREPARATION AND BONDING

For integration into the cavity system the large-area diamond membranes must be bonded
to the processed planar mirrors. Diamond membranes are obtained by slicing and me-
chanically polishing 2 mm × 2 mm × 0.5 mm 〈100〉 bulk diamonds (Element Six), into 30
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Figure 5.2: (Colour online) Measurement of the cavity finesse. (A) Schematic of the cavity finesse measurement
setup. The cavity consists of the mirror coated ablated fiber tip glued to a custom designed fiber mount and
screwed into a Newport (462-XYZ-M) stage for coarse positioning, and a planar mirror glued onto a piezo stage
(PI E509.X1) for fine spectral cavity tuning. The inset shows a camera image of the patterned planar mirror and
fiber microcavity on resonance. (B) Linewidth measurements of the unprocessed and (C) processed cavity
are performed by exciting the cavity with a 637 nm laser (Newfocus TLB-6304) while modulating the cavity
length. An EOM (Jenoptik) induces sidebands in the laser profile with 6 GHz separation that enable measuring
the linewidth in frequency units. The transmitted light is collected on a photodiode (Thorlabs APD130A2)
and read out on an oscilloscope. (D) Unprocessed and (E) processed cavity transmission spectra measured by
coupling a supercontinuum broadband laser (Fianium SC400) into the cavity and measuring transmitted light
on the spectrometer (Princeton Instruments Acton SP2500). The distance between the fundamental modes
determines the cavity length (Equation (5.1)).
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Figure 5.3: (Colour Online) Diamond membrane bonding and NV center spin control. (A) Diamond bond-
ing to the patterned mirror: (i) Surface activation of the processed mirror chip with an oxygen plasma at low
vacuum. (ii) Water is pipetted onto the activated surface. (iii) The diamond membrane is placed onto the pat-
terned surface followed by drying of the water using the light from the microscope objective. (iv) The diamond
membrane containing NV centers is bonded to the mirror. Inset: A scanning electron microscope (SEM) im-
age of a bonded diamond membrane atop a patterned planar mirror. (B) Optical image of an etched 2 mm × 2
mm × 8 µm diamond, bonded to the processed planar mirror with microwave striplines and marker array. (C)
Scanning optical confocal image showing a single NV center (inset). The scans were performed at the depth
of ≈ 1.5 µm below the surface of the diamond membrane. The 2 µm × 2 µm spots correspond to the photolu-
minescence from the square gold markers. Part of the microwave stripline is visible on the left. (D) Optically
detected electron spin resonance spectrum demonstrating NV spin addressing with the embedded microwave
striplines. The spectrum exhibits two resonances associated with the ms = 0 → ms = ±1 spin transitions (in-
set), centered at the zero field splitting Dg s = 2.87 GHz. Two resonances are separated by the Zeeman splitting
2γe Bz where γe is the NV electron spin gyromagnetic ration and Bz is the static external magnetic field. In-
dividual electron spin resonance dips are fitted using three Lorentzian profiles with a splitting of 2.16 MHz to
account for the hyperfine splitting from the NV interaction with its host 14N nuclear spin (IN = 1)[35].
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µm thick slabs (Delaware Diamond Knives). Leftover residue and surface damage from
the mechanical polishing is removed by submerging the diamond in a boiling mixture
of 1:1:1 (Perchloric : Nitric : Sulfuric) acid for 1 hour, followed by the removal of sev-
eral µm on the top side of the polished diamond membrane using an Ar/Cl2 based ICP
RIE (Methods). Chlorine based etching produces smooth diamond surfaces which are
required to minimize scattering loss at the diamond interface within the cavity[36, 37].
The final diamond roughness, measured with Atomic Force Microscopy, was found to
be 0.2 nm RMS. However, prolonged exposure to chlorine etch gas has been linked to
degrading optical properties of the NV centers. Introducing an O2 based plasma etching
step has been found to resolve the surface chlorine contamination[27, 28].

In order to preserve optical properties of the cavity, the diamond must be fixed to the
mirror without adhesives, constraining the type of bonding techniques permitted. First
attempts to etch the diamond slab with the bottom surface coated with the dielectric
mirror stack resulted in coating delamination, likely due to the difference in thermal
expansion coefficients of the materials. Successful bonding of the diamond membrane
to a processed planar mirror with an activated hydrophilic surface has been achieved via
Van der Waals forces. Addition of a water droplet between the two interfaces promotes
bonding via strong interfacial forces creating good optical contact between the diamond
and the mirror, removing the need for adhesives.[38, 39].

To prepare the processed mirror for bonding, it is placed in an Oxygen plasma en-
vironment at 0.4 mbar for 45 s with 100 W, altering the hydrophobicity of the surface
(Figure 5.3(A,i)). Water is pipetted onto the surface of the mirror (Figure 5.3(A,ii)) fol-
lowed by placing the diamond membrane on top of a patterned region. Using the light
from an optical microscope objective, the water is evaporated while the bonding process
is monitored simultaneously (Figure 5.3(A,iii)). The quality of the bond can be evaluated
with visual cues as well as with a profile measurement. Figure 5.3(A,iv) and Figure 5.3(B)
show SEM and optical images respectively of the bonded diamond. A poor bond can be
identified by the appearance of Newton rings, indicative of an uneven surface and the
existence of an air gap between the mirror and diamond. In the optical image, a well
bonded diamond is indicated by a uniform colouration. The "milky" colouration seen
near the striplines highlights the slightly elevated areas. Profilometer measurements re-
vealed an overall height variation of 100 nm over the diamond surface bonded on top of
the patterned area.

5.7. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have presented the fabrication of an integrated platform for microwave
control in an open, high finesse Fabry-Pérot microcavity enclosing a thin diamond mem-
brane. Finesse measurements of the processed mirrors confirm that the fabrication pro-
cedure does not compromise their optical properties. We present a diamond bonding
method that allows placing large area diamond membranes onto the cavity mirror while
simultaneously enabling the microwave control of the NV center spin. The presented
cavity architecture is well suited for enabling enhancement of the NV centers resonant
emission along with the control of their spins.
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5.8. METHODS

Markers and stripline etching procedure: The planar mirrors are etched with an SF6 and
O2 based ICP RIE technique in an (Oxford Instruments PlasmaLab 100) etcher with the
following parameters: SF6(Ar) gas flow - 50(10) sccm, ICP (RF) Power - 700(150) W, Base
Pressure - 0.026 mBar, Temperature - 50◦C, Time - 26 s followed by O2 gas flow - 50 sccm,
ICP(RF) Power - 750(20) W, Base Pressure - 0.030 mBar, Temperature - 50◦C, Time - 8 s at
a combined rate of 1.9 nm/s, removing 65 nm of mirror material.
The diamond etch parameters are: Ar(Cl2) gas flow-10(20) sccm, ICP (RF) Power - 500(200)
W, Base Pressure - 0.01 mBar, Temperature - 30◦C with a resulting etch rate of 2.5 µm/hr.
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DESIGN AND LOW-TEMPERATURE

CHARACTERIZATION OF A TUNABLE

MICROCAVITY FOR

DIAMOND-BASED QUANTUM

NETWORKS

S. Bogdanović, S. B. van Dam, C. Bonato, L. C. Coenen, A. J. Zwerver,
B. Hensen, M. S. Z. Liddy, T. Fink, A. Reiserer, M. Lončar and R.

Hanson

We report on the fabrication and characterization of a Fabry-Perot microcavity enclosing
a thin diamond membrane at cryogenic temperatures. The cavity is designed to enhance
resonant emission of single nitrogen-vacancy centers by allowing spectral and spatial tun-
ing while preserving the optical properties observed in bulk diamond. We demonstrate
cavity finesse at cryogenic temperatures within the range of F = 4,000−12,000 and find
a sub-nanometer cavity stability. Modeling shows that coupling nitrogen-vacancy centers
to these cavities could lead to an increase of remote entanglement success rates by three
orders of magnitude.
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6.1. INTRODUCTION

Nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centers in diamond are promising building blocks for realizing
quantum networks for computation, simulation and communication. The NV center
electron spin and nearby nuclear spins form a robust multi-qubit quantum network
node that is fully controlled by microwave and optical pulses[1, 2]. Separate network
nodes can be entangled through spin-photon entanglement and subsequent two-photon
interference and detection [3–5]. The success rate of such entangling protocols is lim-
ited by the low probability (few percent) of the NV center emitting into the resonant zero
phonon line (ZPL). Coupling of an NV center to an optical cavity can greatly increase the
rate of generation and collection of ZPL photons through Purcell enhancement[6]. Pur-
cell enhancement of the ZPL has been demonstrated in several cavity architectures such
as diamond photonic crystal cavities[7–11], microring resonators[12] and hybrid struc-
tures with evanescently coupled nanodiamonds[13–16]. In recent years the open Fabry-
Perot microcavity [17] has emerged as a promising platform for diamond emitters[18–
22]. Such a microcavity provides in-situ spatial and spectral tunability, while reaching
strong field confinement due to its small mode volume V and high quality factor Q.
Moreover, this architecture allows for the use of diamond slabs[23] in which the NV cen-
ter can be relatively far removed from surfaces and thus exhibit bulk-like optical proper-
ties, as required for quantum network applications.

6.2. CAVITY DESIGN

Here we report on the realization of a high-finesse tunable microcavity enclosing a di-
amond membrane and its characterization under cryogenic conditions as relevant for
quantum network applications. Our cavity employs a concave fiber tip fabricated us-
ing a CO2 laser ablation technique[24] coated with a dielectric mirror stack, and a high
reflectivity plane mirror onto which a thin diamond membrane is bonded (see Figure
6.1(a)). This cavity configuration is mounted inside a closed-cycle cryostation (Montana
Instruments). To minimize scattering loss as required for a high finesse optical cavity,
low surface roughness at the mirror-diamond and diamond-air interfaces is essential.
We fabricate the diamond membrane (Figure 6.1(b)) by etching a polished 30 µm thick
diamond sheet (ElementSix) down to ≈ 4 µm using Ar/Cl2 inductively coupled plasma
reactive ion etching. This etching process is known to preserve the surface smoothness
of the diamond[25, 26]. Using AFM, we measure a final diamond roughness value of
0.35 nm RMS. Finally the membrane is bonded to the plane mirror by Van der Waals
forces[27].

6.3. CAVITY MODE STUDY

We first study the cavity modes by recording transmission spectra as a function of cav-
ity length using broadband excitation from a supercontinuum laser (see Figure 6.1(c)).
From these spectra we extract the frequency of the fundamental modes of the cavity.
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tip concavity (radius of curvature of 18.4 µm) is fabricated by CO2 laser ablation and coated with a dielectric
mirror (LASEROPTIK). The residual transmission of the fiber mirror is 50 ppm and losses are ≈ 70 ppm. The
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The fiber mirror can be moved laterally to obtain an empty cavity (spectrum in Figure
6.1(d)), or a cavity including a diamond membrane (Figure 1(e)). The notably different
length dependency for the two cases is a direct consequence of the presence of the high
refractive index (nd = 2.417) diamond membrane within the optical cavity. The partially
reflecting interface between diamond and air creates a configuration in which the cavity
field can be localized in air-like modes, with a length dependency similar to Figure 1(d),
and in diamond-like modes, that are largely insensitive to changes in the cavity length.
Due to the coupling between these modes, the behaviour of the fundamental modes in
Figure 6.1(e) displays avoided crossings. The resulting resonant cavity frequencies ν are
determined from a one-dimensional lossless cavity model[21, 28]:

ν≈ c

2π(La +nd d)

{
πm − (−1)m×

arcsin

(
nd −1

nd +1
sin

(
mπ(La −nd d)

La +nd d

))}
,

(6.1)

and fit to the measured resonant frequencies to extract the diamond thickness d and the
length of the air layer in the cavity La with an accuracy up to λ/2.

6.4. FINESSE MEASUREMENT

The intrinsic cavity properties are described by the finesse that we calculate using the
cavity length (as determined by the transmission spectra) and the cavity linewidth in
frequency. To measure the latter we couple light with a frequency of 471.3 THz from a
narrow-linewidth (< 1 MHz) diode laser into the cavity and detect the transmitted signal
using a photodiode as we scan the cavity length across the resonance. Phase-modulation
was used to create laser sidebands at a fixed 6 GHz separation to directly determine the
cavity linewidth in frequency (Figure 6.2(a,b)). We obtain the finesse of the cavity for
different cavity lengths. These measurements are repeated at different positions on the
diamond membrane and at different temperatures (300 K and 11 K). The results are sum-
marized in Figure 6.2(c). For intermediate cavity lengths, high finesse values of approx-
imately 10,000 are supported by our cavity architecture. For cavity lengths larger than
55× λ

2 , we observe a distinct drop in finesse which we attribute to clipping losses[17].

At short cavity lengths (< 45× λ
2 , Lai r ≈ 4 µm) the finesse values show significant fluc-

tuations. We note that similar scatter of finesse values at short microcavity lengths has
been previously observed[17, 21]; potential causes are cavity misalignment and contact
between the fiber and the plane mirror.

We further investigate the variation of the average finesse as a function of the charac-
ter (air-like versus diamond-like) of the cavity mode. Cavities formed at the steepest part
of a mode (Figure 6.1(e)) are assigned an ‘air-like character’ of 1, whereas the cavities at
the flat part have air-like character of 0. Intermediate values are obtained from a lin-
ear interpolation by frequency. The bare cavity, that we approximate to have an air-like
character of 1, has a finesse of F ≈ 28,000 (Figure 6.2(d)), which is in agreement with the
value expected from the mirrors’ parameters. Inserting the diamond membrane into the
cavity reduces the finesse. We attribute this reduction to several effects. First, adding a
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Figure 6.2: (Color online) Measurements of intrinsic cavity properties. (a) Cavity linewidth measurements are
performed by scanning the cavity length (orange) around the laser resonance and measuring the signal on
the photodiode (blue). The laser frequency is modulated at δ f = 6 GHz. (b) Two representative linewidth
scans measured at T = 300 K and T = 11 K. A single polarization eigenmode is selected using a polarizer in the
detection path. At cryogenic temperatures some scans show a deformation as a result of the system vibrations.
To represent the intrinsic (vibration-independent) linewidth, we use only scans to which three Lorentzians
could be reliably fitted. (c) Finesse dependence on cavity length measured at five different positions on the
diamond membrane at T = 300 K (closed markers) and T = 11 K (open markers). Per cavity length 40-100 scans
as in (b) are averaged to obtain the linewidth in frequency. (d) Finesse dependence on the air-like character of

the cavity mode, averaged over L = 47× λ
2 to L = 55× λ

2 . The data points with an air-like character of 1 represent
measurements of the bare cavity finesse. (e) Simulations of the excited state lifetime and emission probability

into the cavity mode via the ZPL for an NV center embedded in this optical cavity with L = 45× λ
2 . The shaded

region shows the finesse range 4,000−15,000 measured for cavities containing diamond.

diamond interface into the optical cavity introduces an additional loss mechanism due
to scattering from the diamond surface. Given the measured surface roughness of the
diamond membrane we expect a reduction in finesse due to scattering to F ≈ 21,000[29].
Second, the refractive index of the plane mirror coating is optimized for bare cavity ap-
plications. Inserting a diamond membrane (which has a higher refractive index than
air) will lower its effective reflectivity, reducing the finesse threefold[21]. The influence
of these mechanisms is strongly dependent on the character of the mode in the cavity.
The modes with a diamond-like character have an antinode at the air-diamond inter-
face, and therefore are most susceptible to scattering at the diamond surface. The trend
in the data in Figure 6.2(d) is consistent with the above consideration, where modes with
a more air-like character show a higher finesse.

We estimate the effect that the cavities realized here would have on an embedded NV
center’s excited state lifetime as well as the probability that emission occurs via the ZPL
into the cavity mode (Figure 6.2(e)). We use the Purcell factor F for an ideally placed and
oriented NV:

F = 3

4π2

(
c

ndν

)3 Q

V
, (6.2)

and use bulk-like free-space values for the branching ratio into the ZPL (3%) and ex-
cited state lifetime (12 ns)[12]. A more complex model that explicitly takes dephasing,
phonon side-band emission and other cavity modes into account [19, 30] yields quanti-
tatively similar results (not shown). We find that the emission properties of the NV center
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would be greatly improved, with a probability of emission into the cavity mode via the
ZPL above 80% for the current finesse values, compared to the ≈ 3% probability into
all modes for the uncoupled case. Thus, both the relative contribution of ZPL photons
to the emission as well as the collection efficiency may be significantly enhanced using
these cavities.

6.5. CAVITY STABILITY MEASUREMENT

The linewidth measurements in Figure 6.2 probe the intrinsic cavity properties at time
scales comparable to the scan time (0.1 ms at T = 11 K). Cooling the system to cryo-
genic temperatures introduces significant low-frequency (up to about 10 kHz) mechan-
ical noise from the cryostation pulse tube, which results in cavity linewidth broadening
when averaging over time scales longer than (10 kHz)−1. We probe the effect of the low-
frequency noise on the system by measuring the cavity transmission signal as a func-
tion of the laser frequency at a fixed cavity length (50× λ

2 ). The laser frequency is swept
slowly compared to the pulse tube cycle time, ensuring that the full effect of pulse-tube-
induced vibrations is visible in the data. The resulting signal is shown in the orange curve
in Figure 6.3(b). The broadened cavity linewidth is fitted with a Gaussian function, for
which a full width half maximum (FWHM) of 22.2±0.7 GHz is found. This value is a direct
measure of the cavity displacement from its resonance position of 0.80±0.03 nm.

Synchronization of our measurement to the 1-Hz cycle of the cryostation pulse tube
gives further insight into the effect of the mechanical noise. In Figure 6.3(c) we present
the dependence of the effective cavity linewidth on the measurement delay with respect
to the cryostation sync signal (Figure 6.3(a)). We find that the vibrations of the sys-
tem are strongly dependent on the timing within the cryostation cycle, with the cavity
linewidth broadening varying from 14 GHz to 50 GHz. The open red datapoints in Fig-
ure 6.3(b) show the photodiode signal for the lowest vibration time-bin, 250-300 ms after
the sync signal, for which the Gaussian fit gives a cavity length displacement of 0.48±0.03
nm. Cavity displacement can be further reduced by employing active cavity stabilization
methods such as the Pound-Drever-Hall technique [31].

Figure 6.3(d) shows the effect of the low-frequency vibrations on the expected frac-
tion of the NV center’s emission into the ZPL as calculated in Figure 6.2(d). We use a
Gaussian distribution of the displacements as found in the vibration-sensitive measure-
ment of Figure 6.3(b) and a target cavity finesse of 5,000. For the measured vibration lev-
els, we expect the resulting emission via the ZPL into the cavity mode to be 33% which
still greatly surpasses the native NV center’s emission. In the analysis, we assume the
case of an ideally placed emitter within the cavity field (Figure 6.3(d) (solid line)). We
additionally explore the effect of a non-ideal dipole orientation and emitter location, re-
sulting in an emission probability of 26% (Figure 6.3(d) (dashed line)). In practice, close-
to-ideal conditions could be achieved by utilizing a 〈111〉-oriented diamond crystal and
achieving a high NV-center concentration through nitrogen implantation [32] or nitro-
gen delta-doping growth [33]. Stable implanted NV centers with the desired linewidths
have already been reported[32].
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6.6. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, our tunable, high-finesse Fabry-Perot microcavity with an embedded di-
amond membrane reaches high finesse values of F ≈ 12,000 at cryogenic temperatures.
The demonstrated 0.48 nm length stability under these conditions would enable an ap-
proximately 13 times increase in the NV ZPL photon emission. Additionally, these reso-
nant photons are all fed into the well-defined spatial cavity mode that is well suited for
collection, leading to an estimated 3 times enhanced collection efficiency. For demon-
strated NV center remote entangling schemes that rely on two-photon interference[3, 5]
the resulting boost in the generation and collection of resonant photons in the presented
architecture would thus offer an (3×13)2 ≈ 103 increase in success probability.

6.7. SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

In order to determine the frequency spectrum of the mechanical noise of our cavity sys-
tem operating at low temperature, we analyze the cavity transmission signal measured
on the photodiode. By tuning the cavity on the fringe of a resonance and disconnect-
ing the electronic elements of the piezo circuit, we are able to isolate and measure only
the mechanical noise contribution. Using the Welch method1 to analyze 100 ms long
traces of the photodiode signal with 0.8 µs resolution, we obtain the noise power spec-
tral density (Figure 6.4(a)) as well as cumulative noise power (Figure 6.4(b)). We attribute
the frequency component at 1.2 kHz to the first natural resonant frequency of the cryo
positioning stage2.
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Figure 6.4: (Color Online) Measurement of the cavity mechanical noise spectral properties. (a) Noise power
spectral density. The inset shows the plot on a logarithmic scale. (b) Cumulative noise power contribution.

1Welch, P. D. (1967), IEEE Transactions on Audio and Electroacoustics, AU-15 (2), 70–73
2http://www.janssenprecisionengineering.com/page/cryo-positioning-stage-high-resonance/
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7
OUTLOOK

S. Bogdanović

The work presented in this thesis describes a promising approach in establishing an effi-
cient spin-photon interface by embedding an NV center in a tunable Fabry-Perot micro-
cavity. In this chapter, we will review the current status of the experiment (Section 7.1) and
outline the following steps necessary to achieve Purcell enhancement of the NV center (Sec-
tion 7.2). Following this, we will suggest possible improvements to several aspects of the
ongoing experimental effort (Section 7.3) and provide an overview of the future research
directions (Section 7.4).
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7.1. SUMMARY

The main goal of this thesis is to present the fabrication, characterization and an NV
center spin addressing within a fiber-based, tunable Fabry-Perot microcavity enclosing
a thin diamond membrane. The main points of this work can be summarized in the
following manner:

• A fiber-based, tunable, Fabry-Perot microcavity was designed and constructed.
The cavity was placed within a closed-cycle Montana cryostation with custom
made cooling and passive stabilization elements.

• An array of markers and microwave delivery stripline were incorporated into the
high reflectivity planar mirror forming the cavity without degrading its optical prop-
erties.

• A several micrometer thin diamond slab was fabricated and bonded to this mirror
using Van der Waals forces.

• Microwave addressing of the NV center spin within this diamond was demon-
strated.

• The mechanism of the cavity finesse reduction was investigated, probing its de-
pendence on temperature, cavity length and presence of the diamond membrane.
Special attention was given to the cavity stability issues.

• Cavity performance was estimated with respect to the expected improvement of
the long distance entanglement protocols.

These results indicate that the coupling NV centers to these cavities represents a
promising approach to increasing the emission of their resonant photons and corre-
spondingly the success rate of the remote entanglement protocols. We will discuss the
first steps required for demonstrating Purcell enhancement in the next section.

7.2. TOWARDS PURCELL ENHANCEMENT OF THE NV CENTER

EMISSION

The first proof of the Purcell enhancement of the NV center coupled to the cavity can be
provided by measuring the NV center lifetime reduction of the excited state compared
to the uncoupled case using a pulsed green laser excitation (Equation (3.33)). This effect
can be additionally confirmed by measuring the difference in the NV center saturation
counts for the cavity on and off resonance. As the last step, the autocorrelation func-
tion measured in the Hanbury-Brown-Twiss experiment can reveal a modified emission
profile of the NV center. Fulfilling these three checkpoints will unequivocally prove the
Purcell enhancement of the NV center ZPL transition. Lifetime reduction of an NV cen-
ter coupled to a tunable Fabry-Perot cavity has already been demonstrated[7], however
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efficient photon extraction and improved collection efficiency are yet to be achieved.

The following step is probing the effect this cavity has on the NV properties nec-
essary for quantum network operation. Spin addressing in these structures has been
demonstrated in Chapter 5 although the NV center spin coherence times have not been
investigated. Coherence times of up to a hundred microseconds have been reported
in thin diamond membranes[9] and several hundreds of microseconds in shallow NV
centers[10–12] indicating that spin properties can be preserved in these diamonds.

Increasing the branching ratio of the NV center ZPL would mean lower emission into
the PSB that does not couple to the cavity. This would reduce the fidelity of the single
shot readout (SSRO) protocol[3] which currently relies only on the PSB photon detection.
This could be circumvented by including the ZPL photons to the SSRO scheme however
strict care needs to be taken in filtering the resonant laser excitation photons from the
ones emitted by the NV center. Some of the existing strategies that rely on time and po-
larization filtering will need to be adapted to the case of the emission in the cavity by,
for example, using shorter excitation pulses with stricter time filtering. Alternatively, as
a more advanced filtering strategy, the NV center excitation could be performed through
a fabricated diamond waveguide, perpendicular to the cavity spatial mode.

The Purcell enhanced NV center emission will also have an increased probability of
the direct decay into the ground state, bypassing the metastable spin singlet state. This
could have an effect on the electron spin reset time, which would modify the nuclear
spin dephasing during the successive remote entanglement attempts[15].

After describing the first experiments in the direction of the NV center Purcell en-
hancement of the NV center, in the following section we outline the possible improve-
ments to the current experimental effort.

7.3. POSSIBLE EXPERIMENTAL ADVANCEMENT

Enhancing current experimental capabilities can be achieved by improving the cavity
itself as well as the emitter properties within these cavities.

In Chapter 6, the emphasis is placed on the cavity stability and the linewidth broad-
ening mechanism due to vibrations. Currently, cavity vibrations are reduced by employ-
ing a passive vibration isolation stage (Chapter 4). The cavity stability can be further im-
proved by implementing an active cavity stabilization, using well established techniques
such as Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH)[1]. However, the wavelength for obtaining the error
signal cannot overlap with the NV center operation wavelength due to its interference
with NV center resonant excitation. This would in practice mean stabilizing the cavity
using wavelengths close to the edge of the mirror coating stopband or adapting the mir-
ror coatings for two distinct stopbands, one resonant with the NV center transition and
one for the PDH stabilization.
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Another way of boosting the Purcell factor can be realized by reducing the cavity
mode volume. By employing advanced fiber ablation techniques removing the redun-
dant fiber material, even closer fiber approach to the planar mirror is possible[2]. Reduc-
ing the cavity mode volume can also be achieved by investigating the minimal diamond
thickness that can still shield the NV centers from spectral diffusion effects described in
Chapter 2.

It has already been stated throughout this thesis that broad emitter linewidths can
have a detrimental effect on the long distance entanglement rates through two mech-
anisms. Equation (3.35) shows that the limitation to the Purcell factor can come from
the increase of the emitter linewidth reducing the effective quality factor. Second, in-
homogeneous spectral broadening will render the NV emitted photons distinguishable
and will therefore reduce the fidelity of any heralded entangled state. Resonance checks
can be employed to tackle this issue, starting the entanglement sequence only when two
emitters are on resonance with each other[3] however, this will as a consequence induce
a significant drop in the duty cycle of the experiment reducing the entanglement rates.
Furthermore, this strategy is only effective in case of a slow changing NV center environ-
ment in which the spectral line is stable for several milliseconds after passing the check,
corresponding to several hundred or thousands of entangling attempts.

From the above-mentioned arguments, it is clear that the investigation of the dy-
namics and the timescale of the NV center spectral jumps is of great importance. Com-
parison of the NV center linewidth we observed in the etched and unetched membranes
shows a varying degree of linewidth broadening post-etching (up to several tens of GHz),
consistent with other reports[4]. This effect is present even in the NV centers residing
several micrometers deep within the diamond membrane, casting uncertainty on the
mechanism of this broadening. It is suspected that prolonged chlorine etch in general
has a detrimental effect on the NV center optical stability inducing, for example, emitter
blinking. It has been shown that this can be mitigated by using more elaborate etching
recipes with subsequent annealing steps[5] however additional confirmation is required.

The reduction of the NV center lifetime through Purcell effect can provide another
mechanism in combating the issues of spectral diffusion mentioned above. Namely,
this reduction would signify an increase in the lifetime limited ZPL linewidth. In the
regime where this linewidth becomes larger than the spectral diffusion broadening, the
fast decay into the cavity mode will make the energy uncertainty from the spectral jumps
negligible[8].

As the last point, NV centers in the bonded diamond membranes experience a greater
range of possible strain values, reaching hundreds of GHz. The fine structure of the NV
center excited state at such high strain remains largely unexplored and the cyclicity of
the optical transitions in this regime will need to be investigated[6].
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7.4. FUTURE EXPERIMENTS

The crucial contribution of the Purcell effect will be through speedup of the long dis-
tance entanglement protocols which we discuss in the following paragraphs. The cur-
rent collection efficiency of the ZPL photons using a 0.95 NA objective is 20%. With only
3% emission of the ZPL photons and the photon loss from additional optics elements
in our setup, the probability to detect a ZPL photon is ≈ 10−3. Furthermore, using the
long distance entanglement schemes which rely on the Barrett-Kok protocol[13, 14] the
total success probability has to be squared reducing the entanglement success prob-
ability to 1 event in approximately million attempts, neglecting the fiber loss. This is
incompatible with any quantum information protocol requiring information storage on
longer lived nuclear spin states which are robust only for several thousands of entangling
attempts[15].

Purcell enhanced NV center emission can address this bottleneck in several ways.
First, the cavity will change the branching ratio and increase the ZPL photon emission
rate compared to the total NV center emission. The cavities presented in this work will
be able to increase the photon emission into the ZPL to 33% (Chapter 6), an order of
magnitude increase compared to the uncoupled case. Moreover, these photons will be
emitted into the cavity mode (Equation (3.34)) boosting their collection efficiency by ap-
proximately another factor of 4.

These gains would enable a speedup of our current entangling schemes roughly by
a factor of 102 ∗42 = 1600 which would enable successful entanglement event in several
hundred attempts. This would allow entering the regime where we can successfully store
and preserve the quantum information on the nuclear spin until the success of the long
distance entanglement protocol and finally teleport the information to the next network
node.

Additionally, entangling schemes that provide a linear or near-linear scaling of en-
tangling rates with loss (compared to the quadratic one in Barrett-Kok protocol), such as
the extreme photon loss protocol[16, 17] and single photon heralded entanglement[18],
can also be utilized at the expense of reduced fidelity.

Finally, an experiment complementary to the NV center Purcell enhancement would
tackle the issue of NV center resonant emission wavelength which lies in the visible part
of the spectrum at 637 nm and is incompatible with long distance transmission through
optical fibers due to their internal losses of 8 dB/km. Converting the resonant emission
from visible to a telecom band, where losses are drastically reduced, will enable longer
photon propagation however at the expense of reducing the total photon number due to
the low efficiency of this process.

We finish this section with the suggestions of the possible experiments outside of the
scope of the Purcell-enhanced NV center emission. Having a cavity system mounted
within a Montana cryostation allows exploring the NV - cavity coupling mechanism at
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different temperature regimes. The proposed experiment would include temperature
tuning of the emitter linewidth and probe the switch to the phonon-assisted cavity cou-
pling as proposed by Auffeves et al[19, 20].

In Chapter 3, we introduced the regime of the coherent exchange of the excitation
between the emitter and the cavity, i.e. strong coupling regime. Here we compare the
parameters of the cavity presented in this thesis for fulfilling the strong coupling con-
dition and discuss the necessary improvements in order to demonstrate it. We calcu-
late the emitter-cavity coupling rate from Equation (3.23) taking mode volume from
Equation (3.20) with cavity parameters described in Chapter 4 calculated to be Vmod ≈
16 µm3. This would correspond to g0 ≈ 600 MHz which has to be compared to the emit-
ter linewidth (Equation (3.21)) and the cavity decay rate (Equation (3.13)). For the cavi-
ties presented in this thesis (Chapter 6) the linewidth of several GHz is identified as the
most dominant loss channel.

Minimizing the diamond thickness to few hundreds of nanometers and taking into
account the depth of the fabricated fiber dimple and the mirror penetration depth, the
effective cavity length could be reduced to ≈ 2 µm increasing the g0 by a factor of 3.
Employing better optical coatings and implementing already discussed advanced cav-
ity stabilization techniques could enable cavity linewidth reduction which would fulfill
the strong coupling condition. The effects of the reversible exchange of the excitation
between the atom and the cavity field can be utilized in the experiments of the non-
destructive photon readout[21], heralded state transfer in an absorption based regime[22]
along with demonstrating atom-photon quantum gates[23] which are a key ingredient in
many quantum information experiments[24].

7.5. CONCLUSION

This chapter has outlined the possible advancement of the existing experimental setup
and highlighted the NV center optical properties in diamond membranes as the neces-
sary point of improvement. We presented next steps for the demonstration of Purcell
enhancement along with an analysis of the potential speedup of the current long dis-
tance entanglement protocols. Coupling NV centers to tunable Fabry-Perot cavities de-
scribed in this thesis could open an exciting possibility of realizing a long standing goal
of quantum networks, enabling secure quantum communication on a global scale.
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SUMMARY

A quantum network would allow the distribution of a quantum state over many spatially
separated quantum nodes which individually possess the ability to generate, process
and store quantum information. Connecting these nodes through quantum communi-
cation channels would enable sending quantum information over arbitrarily long dis-
tances, secret key distribution with guaranteed secure communication and distributed
quantum computing. An appealing platform for implementation of quantum networks
is the nitrogen-vacancy (NV) center in diamond.

An NV center is an optically active defect in diamond created by the substitution
of two adjacent carbon atoms in the diamond crystal matrix by a nitrogen atom and
a neighboring vacancy. The NV center fits remarkably well in the described quantum
network framework. Its electronic spin can be optically initialized, read out in a sin-
gle shot, coherently manipulated and coupled to the nearby carbon-13 nuclear spins.
These properties represent necessary ingredients of a multi-qubit quantum node. The
possibility of the entanglement between the state of the NV center spin and a photon es-
tablishes a photonic quantum link which can enable the entanglement of the quantum
nodes, forming a quantum network.

First building blocks of the proposed quantum networks based on NV centers were
demonstrated by performing entanglement between two distant NV centers separated
by more than a kilometer. However, the current success rate of the entangling proto-
cols is greatly reduced due to the low emission probability of the NV center photons
into the resonant zero phonon line (ZPL) and the inefficient photon extraction from
the diamond. This is the central problem which prevents promoting our experiments
beyond proof-of-principle demonstration towards practical implementation of the pro-
posed quantum networks.

The goal of this thesis is tackling these issues by coupling NV centers to optical cav-
ities which would greatly increase the rate of generation and collection of the ZPL pho-
tons through the mechanism of Purcell enhancement.

The design and the fabrication of the components constituting a diamond-based
Fabry-Perot microcavity, as used in this thesis, are described in Chapter 4. For large en-
hancement of the NV center resonant emission, a low cavity mode volume is necessary.
This is achieved by inserting a micrometers thin diamond slab into the cavity architec-
ture; we present the fabrication details of such samples.
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Chapter 5 describes the fabrication of an integrated platform for microwave signal
delivery to the NV centers within a diamond membrane in the cavity architecture. Mi-
crowave striplines and arrays of unique markers are embedded in the mirror onto which
the diamond is bonded. We investigate the mirror optical properties post fabrication
and find that the fabrication method preserves the mirror optical performance. We de-
scribe the diamond bonding method and demonstrate addressing of the NV center spin.

In Chapter 6 we probe the properties of the cavity with the embedded diamond
membrane through measurements of the cavity finesse. We investigate the cavity fi-
nesse dependence on length, mode structure and temperature. We further explore the
operation at cryogenic temperatures by probing the effect of cryostation vibration on the
cavity linewidth.

Finally, in Chapter 7 we discuss ways of improving the existing experimental capa-
bilities, outline the first steps for demonstrating enhancement of the NV center resonant
emission and suggest future experiments that can be performed with this system. We
conclude that coupling of the NV centers to the cavities developed in this research could
lead to an increase of remote entanglement success rates by more than three orders of
magnitude.



SAMENVATTING

Een kwantum network zou het mogelijk maken om een kwantummechanische toestand
te verdelen over een groot aantal ruimtelijk gescheiden kwantum knooppunten, die elk
kwantum informatie kunnen genereren, verwerken en opslaan. Het verbinden van deze
knooppunten door middel van kwantum communicatie kanalen maakt het mogelijk om
kwantum informatie over arbitrair lange afstanden te verzenden, gegarandeerd veilig te
communiceren door middel van “secret key distribution” en gedistribueerd kwantum
rekenen. Een aantrekkelijk platform voor de implementatie van een kwantum netwerk
is het stikstof-gate roosterdefect (NV centrum) in diamant.

Een NV centrum is een optisch actief roosterdefect in diamant, dat wordt gevormd
door de substitutie van twee aangrenzende koolstofatomen in het kristalrooster van de
diamant door een stikstofatoom en een gat. Het NV centrum past opmerkelijk goed in
het beschreven raamwerk voor een kwantum network. Zijn elektronspin kan optisch
worden geïnitialiseerd, in een keer uitgelezen, coherent gemanipuleerd en gekoppeld
aan naburige koolstof-13 kernspins. Deze eigenschappen vertegenwoordigen noodza-
kelijke ingrediënten voor een multi-qubit kwantum knooppunt. De mogelijkheid om
de toestand van de NV center elektronspin te verstrengelen met de toestand van foton
brengt een fotonische kwantum verbinding tot stand, waardoor kwantum knooppunten
met elkaar kunnen worden verstrengeld, met als gevolg een kwantum netwerk.

First building blocks of the proposed quantum networks based on NV centers were
demonstrated by performing entanglement between two distant NV centers separated
by more than a kilometer. However, the current success rate of the entangling proto-
cols is greatly reduced due to the low emission probability of the NV center photons
into the resonant zero phonon line (ZPL) and the inefficient photon extraction from the
diamond. This is the central problem which prevents promoting our experiments be-
yond proof-of-principle demonstration towards practical implementation of the propo-
sed quantum networks.

De eerste bouwstenen van het voorgestelde kwantum network gebaseerd op NV cen-
tra zijn gedemonstreerd door twee NV centra op een afstand van meer dan een kilo-
meter met elkaar te verstrengelen. Echter, de huidige slagingskans van verstrengeling
protocollen wordt sterk gereduceerd door de kleine emissiekans van fotonen in de geen-
fononen-transitie (zero phonon line, ZPL), en de inefficiënte uitkoppeling van fotonen
uit de diamant. Dit is een het belangrijkste probleem, dat een praktische implementatie
van het voorgestelde kwantum netwerk die verder gaat dan een proof-of-principle de-
monstratie in de weg staat.

Het doel van dit proefschrift is om deze beperkingen aan te pakken door de NV centra
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te koppelen aan optische trilholtes, waarbij de emissie van ZPL-fotonen en de uitkoppe-
lefficiëntie van ZPL-fotonen worden verhoogd door zogenoemde Purcell versterking.

Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft het ontwerp en de fabricage van de componenten van de in
dit proefschrift gebruikte Fabry-Perot trilholte. Voor een grote versterking van de ZPL
emissie van een NV centrum is een kleine trilholte noodzakelijk. Dit wordt bereikt door
een micrometer dun diamant plaatje in de trilholte te plaatsen; we presenteren de de-
tails van de fabricage van dergelijke samples.

Hoofdstuk 5 beschrijft de fabricage van een platform voor microgolfaflevering bij de
NV-centra in een diamant membraan geïntegreerd in de trilholte. Microgolf transmis-
sielijnen en rijen van unieke markers worden ingebed in de spiegel waarop de diamant
wordt gebonden. We onderzoeken de optische eigenschappen van de spiegels en onder-
vinden dat deze niet worden aangetast door deze fabricage methode. We beschrijven de
methode om de diamant op de spiegel te binden en we laten zien dat we de spin van het
NV centrum in de diamant kunnen aansturen.

In hoofdstuk 6 bepalen we de eigenschappen van de trilholte met het ingesloten
diamantmembraan door metingen van de finesse van de trilholte. We onderzoeken de
lengte-, de mode-structuur- en de temperatuurafhankelijkheid van de finesse. We ver-
kennen de werking bij cryogene temperaturen verder door het effect van cryostaattril-
lingen op de optische lijnbreedte van de trilholte te bepalen.

Tenslotte bespreken we in hoofdstuk 7 manieren om de bestaande experimentele
opstelling te verbeteren en schetsen we potentiele toekomstige experimenten die kun-
nen worden uitgevoerd met dit systeem. We tonen aan dat verstrengeling van NV centra
op grote afstanden met meer dan drie ordergroottes zou kunnen worden versneld door
gebruik te maken van de trilholte die is ontwikkeld in dit onderzoek.
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